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Rhine Castle 
m-MICHUl£ WINlS·SUlll'( lC. CANADA 
150 ml tt5" *AU 
Come to 
A distinctive 
white wine in 
the European 
tradition 
• Specially blended from Okanagan 
premium white grapes. 
• From British Columbia's oldest 
and largest winery. 
• A delightful "taste 
of Europe". 
SU-Micl)elle Wit)es 
50 YEARS OF FINE WINES 
Location : Lower Mainland . rn the below areas: 
(Surrey or coquitlam) 1. T iny Tot. Tag and Tumble 
Hours: Tuesday and Thurs- 2. Tra~polrne 
day evenings; 4 to 8 (could be . 3. Men s B~sketb~ll 
increased if workload expan- 4. Gymnastrc A ssr stan t 
ds) 5. K arate 
Wages: $5.82 with 8% prem- 6. C~eatrve Cr.afts 
ium therefore $6.29/ hr. 7. Dr ~ro Dancrng 
CREDIT ANALYST 8. Kinderdance 
Duties include assessment 'of 9. Ballet (basic) 
new accounts and follow-ups Quali f icat ions: Must have 
of ex isti ng ones . skill s in specif ic areas l isted 
Quali f ications: Strong comm- and would prefer previous 
un ication skills and a cred it or experience. 
accounting background. W ages : $4 .50 to $9/ hr. 
Location: Surrey Hours: Once to three t imes a 
Hours : Monday to Friday; week from 1 to 3 hours 
8:30 to 4:30 INSTRUCTORS 
Wages : TBA Instructors are requ ired in 
Delta , for January '79 cl asses 
PA RT-TIME PRESCHOOL in the below areas: 
INSTRUCTORS 1. Gym and Fitness 
Preschool instructors are re- 2. Trampoline 
quired in music and cooking. 3. Jazz 
School age instructors are 4. Crafts 
requ ired for Arts and Crafts .$ W ages: $4. 64 and up. 
ANCOUVER 
BACH 
CHOIR 
At the Orpheum 
SIMON STREATFEILD, conductor 
.. 
DECEMBER 5th, 6th, 7th, & 8th at 8 p.m. 
AT 8 P.M .. 
Tickets $5.50- $9.50. 
Fron1 the V. T. C. ( 683-3255) 
------ ·----·-· ------ ----------
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Government to give in to students ? 
I 
MONTREAL(CUP) - The Que-
bec government may agree to 
some of the demands of striking 
Quebec college and university 
students. . 
Quebec education minister 
Jacques-Yvan Morin told rep or· 
ters Dec. 1 he ' would present 
policies to the Quebec govern-
ment responding to five of the 
twelve demands . . 
The demands were presented 
to him by L'association Nation-
ale des etudiants du Quebec 
(ANEQ) last week on behalf of 
the students. They include 
improvements in the province's 
student aid program and free 
tuition. 
. According to j\NEQ spokes-
person Rene Robitalle, 31 
CEGEPs and universities are 
now on strike, up from a high of 
30 last week. 
As of Monday, ANEQ had 
not been informed of the minis-
ter''s intentions. 
According to Robitalle, the 
ANEQ negotiating committee 
had not heard from Morin since 
the meeting last week. At that 
time, Morin told the students 
he was not convinced of their 
representativeness (although 
the committee was structured 
in the manner he requested), 
but that he would consider two 
of the demands. 
These were to be the allowing 
for high Quebec unemployment 
in the calculation of expected 
student contribution in student 
aid, and equalizing of the cost 
of living allowances for univer-
sity and CEGEP students . 
According to Montreal's fre-
nch language dailies, La Presse 
and Le Devoir, Morin told 
reporters he would make reco-
mmendations increasing 'the a-
mount of financial aid tc be 
received in the form of bursar-
ies rather than loans, reducing 
the level of indebtness to be 
born by students receiving aid, 
and increasing aid for those 
students with dependant child-
ren, particularly single moth-
ers . 
According to the newspap- · 
ers, Morin said the most diffi. 
cult change would be taking 
into account student unemploy-
ment. He said such calcula-
tions would have to be based on 
regional unemployment rates 
and that one complication wo-
uld be deciding whether the 
rate of unemployment should 
be based on where the stud-
ent's family home was or where 
the student was liviag to attend 
school. 
Morin said he would be 
taking the five recommenda-
tions to the cabinet early this 
week. 
ANEQ is currently organizing 
a provincial demonstration to 
take place Dec. 5 outside the 
national assembly building in 
Quebec qty, to be followed by 
an evening of solidarity at 
CEGEP Moilou. 
According to Robitalle, ab-
ou t three thousand students are 
expected to participate ~ Most 
will come from CEGEPs, he 
speculated, and each of Quebec 
six regions is expected to take 
part. 
As well, he said, the demon-
stration would precede notifica-
tion from Morin that he was 
willing to meet with ANEQ ''to 
tell us what he was already told 
the press." 
Robitalle said he expected an 
enlarged ANEQ central council 
meeting would be scheduled for 
this weekend, if there are 
proposals from Morin to dis-
cuss . 
SFU rotates strikes 
BURNABY (CUP) SFU's 
clerical staff has decided to 
implement a policy of rotating 
~trikes as a means of backing 
contract demands. 
The staff, who constitute the 
Association of University and 
College Employees (AUCE) loc-
al 2, made the decision Nov. 30 
after-contract negotiations with 
the university this week failed 
to reach a settlement. 
No date has been set for job 
action since the union must wait 
for the mediator's report before 
striking. Mediator Ed Sims 
from the BC Labour Relations 
Board was requested to sign out 
by AUCE on Tuesday. 
Norma Edelman, AUCE con-
tract committee chairperson, 
said the membership decided 
on the action because of the 
university's refusal to go to 
binding arbitration and its insi-
stence on a two year contract 
which would involve a bonus 
rather than a percentage wage 
increase. 
Edelman said the key issue in 
the dispute was the bonus 
::lause which the union felt 
would set a precedent against 
negoti~ting for percentage incr-
eases m wages. 
She said the university has 
refused to move on the clause 
and the union is prepared to 
:.:ontinue with strike action until 
the clause was removed from. 
negotiations . 
AUCE rejected the universi-
ty's offer of a two year contract 
wihich would have seen a $200 
bonus for the period between 
Nov. 22, 1978 to March 31 , 
1979, and a four per cent wage 
increase from April 1, 1979 to 
March 31, 1980. The contract 
expired March 31, 1978. 
This week an increased bon-
us offer of $400 was also 
rejected by the union. 
Edelman said the union hop-
es to put pressure on the 
administration, rather than stu-
dents and faculty, and avoid 
disruption of pre-registration 
and final exam schedules. 
Bu t she did say the union 
would definitely be looking at 
hitting key areas of the univers-
ity and that strike action would 
likely be escalated at some 
point. 
. In the event of a lockout, 
Edelman said the membership 
would have to decide what 
areas to picket, but would again 
avoid disrupting students and 
facu lty as much as possible. 
She said it would be up to the 
individual unions on campus 
whether or not they. crossed the 
picket lines but said it was very 
likely they would honor them. 
Is this Clark Kent caught in the act? No, it's 4X4 B.C. Tel housing unit, all in the name of 
mild-mannered Mike Lee in his humble charity . 
abode. He plans to spend Christmas in this 
No room at the Inn 
By Keith Baldrey . 
He sleeps with his feet in the 
air and with the light on. "It's 
home sweet home " he said , 
laughing. For 17 -year-old-Mic-
hael Lee, "home" is a B.C. Tel 
telephone booth, locat~d at the 
corner of Edmonds and King-
~way in Burnaby. 
Lee started living in the 
booth last Saturday afternoon 
and plans to stay there until 
Dec. 27, when he will emerge 
stiff-legged and the BC Lions 
Society for Crippled Children 
will be, he hopes, $10,000 
richer. 
Lee has been collecting pled-
ges for the last five days, and so 
far has rung up $200, but he is 
confident that the total will be 
up to his goal by the time he 
gets out. 
' 'I'm really comfortable ," he 
said Monday, but admitted to 
having pains in the back of his 
legi. A little ointment, though, 
cured that problem, he said. 
Asked how he relieves the 
boredom, Lee said that he 
plays his radio and tapedeck, 
talks with friends hanging aro-
und outside, and speaks on the 
phone , which rings incessently, 
he said . 
' 'I get about 50 crank calls for 
every pledge," he said . The:· 
number -is 521-9027, and Lee 
will record all pledges and 
forward them to the Lions 
Society . But no phony calls 
please. 
He gets all his food free from 
"Dial-a-snack", who are partly 
sponsoring him . Also feeding 
him is his mother, Margaret 
Lee, who dilligently stands 
guard outside the booth (!lOSt of 
the day. 
She too is confident that her 
son will stay in the booth until 
Dec . 27. " He's determined 
enough. He's known for break-
ing records ." 
Besides doing the stunt for 
charity, Lee is also trying to 
work his way into the Guiness 
Book of World Records . The 
record for staying in a phone 
booth is 550 hours. 
Lee said he prepared for the 
long grind by taking choir 
lessons at his school. ''For the 
breathing," he said. 
Also outside the booth is his 
sister Lisa, 16, who sits all day 
on the ground all bundled up 
from the cold. (Lee keeps warm 
with an electric heater). "He 
better make it," she said. 
Whether he will make it only 
Mike Lee knows . But until 
then, as the sign says outside 
the booth : "This phone booth 
is out of order until Dec . 27 ." 
Pinions catnpaign _opinions 
By Pat Worthington 
Colleen Glynn, Bev McLen-
nan, and Joanne Sajtos , three 
of the people running tor stud-
ent council in Richmond , have 
joined together and are running 
on a common platform, called 
the "Student Action" slate. 
Glynn and McLennan are 
editors of the Pinion and Sagtos 
is a journalism student. 
"It's about time things got 
moving around here! '' , said 
Glynn. 
If elected the three would like 
to see a day-care centre establi-
shed on the Richmond campus 
much like the one that operates 
in Surrey . Mature students 
with children would not have to 
arrange for babysitters or make 
other arrangements ' for their 
children . 
Another project the trio have 
in mind is intercampus transpo-
rtation at a reasonable cost. 
They think the student bus pass 
that sold for $46 .00 this semes-
ter was not much of a bargain 
and they want a better deal. 
Tuition increases are out as 
far as they are concerned and, 
in fact , the trio would try to get 
tuition fees lowered - not just on 
the Richmond campus but in all 
institutions in B.C. 
The three also believe the 
admission standards should be 
raised at the college. They 
think the current grade-point 
average of 1. 5 needed to remain 
at Douglas should be raised to 
2.0. 
Paul Tamemo t, who is the 
photo-editor of the Pinion, is 
the unofficial campaign mana-
ger for the dynamic trio . He 
hopes to arrange a debate 
between his people and other 
candidates before the elections . 
Once they are elected to 
council the three journalists 
would like to see more feedback 
from the students and be more 
than a " dance committee." 
Stereo stolen 
It looks as though students at 
·Surrey campus may be without 
music for awhile . 
A stereo Marantz receiver , 
which supplied the cafeteria 
with jingles and melodies for 
the past few years , was stolen 
from the student society Surrey 
office Thursday night. 
Bought by the student society 
three years ago, the receiver 
played all day and a little at 
night , and Surrey student reps 
are anxious to get it back. · 
''The student society would 
appreciate any information con-
cerning the theft,' ' said vice-
president internal Bob Tinkess ~ 
He said that the. identity 
any sources would be protec-
ted. 
"Everyone can be kept anon-
ymous . There's no need for 
names," he said. "I hope 
people understand that they 
can say things." 
T1nkess promised "total con-
fidentiality'' to the culprit, and 
said that anyone with any 
information should contact him-
self, student presi~ent Tom 
Styffe, or Surrey rep Lance 
Morrison. 
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The lack of a comprehensive, responsible energy policy 
for Canada is costing us in social, economic and 
environmental ways . Unless we cor~ect this, we are kissing 
goodbye to any hope of a good ·future for ourselves. · 
In 1971 energy minister Joe Greene told Canadians that 
this country's oil reserves represent 923 years supply for oil 
and 392 years for gas. Then a couple of years ago we were 
told we only had a few years supply before we ran out, 
unless we built costly pipelines from the North . Now the 
gas companies are telling us we have a "surplus" that we 
must export to the U .S. These lies and manipulations are 
obviously to someone's advantage. We suspect those 
multi-national corporations again . 
The influx of mining companies into B.C. to explore for 
uranium has aroused the ire of environmentalists and local 
citizens . Their pressure has caused the Socred government 
to announce a public inquiry into uranium mining. We are 
somewhat worried as to how fair and effective this inquiry 
will be. 
The government is pro-nuclear and Bennett recently said 
at a Brussels conference that B .C. would be happy to sell 
uranium to Europe . 
B.C. Hydro proposed projects are also causing people to 
rise up in qpposition. Valleys are being flooded and 
transmission lines planned although Hydro has yet to 
demonstrate the need for these projects for Canadian 
energy. 
There are many reasons why we should be concerned . 
The public subsidy necessary to develope energy projects 
for the exportation of our natural resources, is vast. Yet the 
profits will not come back to us . They will go dir~ctly. into 
the pockets of the foreign investors and mult1-nat1onal 
corporations who are involved . 
The Royal Bank of Canada's executive vice pre~ident 
R.A. Utting estimates that Canada's energy demands m the 
next decade will require up to $300 billion in development. 
He says this can only happen if housing, government and 
consumer spending decline at the same time. 
So although the federal government has already 
announce<:! $2 .5 billion in cutbacks, and 5,000 jobs will be 
lost from the civil service and 130,000 unemployed 
Canadianc; will lose their unemployment insurance, we are 
going to nave to cut back more to finance these energy 
projects, many of which are to serve the U.S. 
The economic instability Canada faces can be blamed to a 
great extent on the fact that we are a primary industry 
country, and are not manufacturing enough ourselves . As 
long as money is poured into pouring away our energy 
resources this cannot change. 
The "creation of jobs" is a myth given to us for accepting 
these energy projects . Yet the truth is that energy projects 
are capitally intensive, that is, they are very expensive, yet 
the number of jobs they create is only a handful. This 
money would be much better used towards developing 
secondary industries w!lich employ a great number of 
people and do not exhaust resources . 
The jobs which are created are generally shortlived, as 
they are based in the construction aspect of the projects . 
And there are great social repercussions when a small 
community is faced with a massive project, causing rapid 
expansion , and then rapid deterioration when the project 
ends . 
Uranium mining is probably the best example of jobs that 
we do not need. At Elliot Lake in Saskatchewan, over 81 
miners have died from cancer caused by uranium minrng , 
and many are terminally ill . 
In Czechoslovakia in the 1930's over 65 per cent of the 
uranium miners were suffering from cancer . In New 
Mexico over a hundred babies have been born recently with 
birth defects near thesite of the world's largest open pit 
uranium mine . 
If uranium is mined in British Columbia, the resulting 
radiation will affect the miners, the local people, the entire 
ecological system, the food in our supermarkets, and our 
future generations. . 
The environmental damage caused by mining , dams, 
transmission lines, piplines and oil ports cannot be taken 
lightly . Our responsibility to take care of this land is very 
real and very immediate . 
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Superheroes Tom Styffe and Walt Vander Kamp .attend 
the National Onion of Students [N.U.S] meetmg in 
london, Ontario. 
Styffe: Is it possible Walt..er .. Robin .. that you were 
mistaken about the N.U .S. meeting being held in London, 
England? 
Vander Kamp: I hardly think that's likely Tom . . ah .. Bat-
man . 
now the good news. • • 
By Clemens Rettich 
For the past two articles, 
have in effect written about 
Christmas past and Christmas 
present, so to speak. Also, I 
spoke mostly about how terrible 
people are making Christmas. 
· [n general, I was being quite 
negative . However, for this last 
issue of The Other Press, I am 
going to change my tactics 
somewhat. 
There are still many good 
things to say about Christmas. 
It is still a time that tends to 
bring out the best in us . One 
cannot help but wonder· at the 
strength of spirit of celebration 
that has managed to survive in 
many ways despite mankind's 
de.termined,efforts to des troy it. 
Some would perhaps ask 
what it is that is still good about 
Christmas? Well , a good 
example would be the opportu-
nity that is used between Jews 
and gentiles to gro~ closer 
together. Every year at Chris-
tmas a !jlrge portion of the 
Jewish community offers its 
services to relieve gentiles of 
their jobs for one evening so 
that the gentiles may spend 
Christmas with their families . 
This gesture indicates a warmth 
on the part of certain merpbers 
of the Jewish faith that memb-
ers of other faiths would do well 
to try and emulate . 
· Another example is the Santa 
Express Fund that the Express 
is running. just as important 
as the money that they are 
raising are the short little· 
stories that they run ; they 
remind us in a very immediate 
way that Christmas can be a 
time of pain for some people . 
For the devout Christians in 
this world Christmas is still the 
time that is unrivaled for celeb-
ration and untinged joy. It is 
also a time of affirmation that at 
least part of their faith is rooted 
in a historical event that has 
been remembered for two tho-
usand years. 
It is a time when churches 
that have been cold and lifeless 
for a whole year for one reason 
or another, return to life and 
warmth . . They remember at 
least for a short while the real 
substance of their beliefs. For 
those churches that thrive year 
round, this is a exciting time of 
year indeed, a time when those 
people who never go to church 
the rest of the year go just to 
fulfill the need for familuarity 
and tradition . For weeks on 
end, the celebration verges on 
the riotous in some of the more 
charismatic churches. 
In the more traditionalist, 
there are formal rites at::i 
celebrations that have not been 
matched for beauty, solemnity 
and richness in any other 
celebration in the western wo-
rld . Few who have attended a 
Roman Catholic midnight mass 
at Christmas will ever forget 
the sheer wonder and display of 
faith and devotion . 
The music that has been 
inspired by Christmas is ·also 
glorious . Everything from 
Christmas carols to andels Mes-
siah has held a special place in 
the heart. of western musical 
tradition. 
We have arts of every forni 
reaching special heights for this 
season . If you haven ' t yet , go 
to see the Nutcracker, it is as 
magical as everyone says it is. 
So Christmas is not dead, it is 
very much alive. Alive through 
and because of the spirit of the 
man who's birth it celebrates. 
I'm not retracting the things 
that I said in the last two 
articles, Christmas is still not 
what is should be , Christmas is 
alive and growing . Nothing 
mankind can do will ever kill it. 
He may eventually even under-
stand it . 
· Maybe sometime during the 
festivities this Christmas, stop 
to thigk for about ten minutes, 
.lOd ask yourself if you under-
stand. If you don ' t, maybe look 
a bit closer. 
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Male ego fragile? 
Dear Editor, 
I hate to admit it, but I was 
watching television the other 
night. Luckily, I have an 
excuse--I was waiting for Barb-
ara Walters to interview Steve 
Martin ----so don't rai e those 
intellectual eyebrows. 
While waiting for Steve Mar-
tin's segment of the program, I 
listened to Diana Ross explain 
to Barbara Walters why her 
marriage broke up . I could not 
really care less, but Diana 
.,;ummed it up by saying that 
her husband could not stand to 
be called "Mr. Ross" as her 
success grew and grew. Barb-
ara nodded knowingly, and 
went on to the pressing matter 
of who babysits Diana 's child-
ren while she works. I was 
upset by this general acceptan-
ce of the male ego as such a 
ile thing. I thought it had 
toughened up under the pres-
sure of these progressive times. 
Why is it so difficult for a 
man to be married to a succes-
sful multi-millionaire? Is it so 
degrading for a man to be 
called by his wife's name that a 
marriage falters because of it? 
For God 's sak~, women go 
through life as nonentities for 
years once they marry a man --
even a pauper. They have been 
doing_ it for centuries. 
Unfortunately, not much has 
changed, no matter what it says 
in Ms . magazine. I was 
shocked to hear the opinions 
expressed during an English 
seminar on Lamb's, The Subj-
ection of Women. Students, 
raised in the so-called enlight-
ened sixties and seventies, 
were suggesting_ that women 
should stand behind a man , 
should have children, deserve 
to be beaten ''if they ask for 
it'' , and should not try to do 
men' s jobs. I am used to these 
traditional ideas spewing from 
my adged friends, but was 
counting on young people to 
~urther thcr cause for egalitar-
Jamsm. Instead, they seem to 
be regressing -- overdosing on 
Happy Days, as it were . 
A man- will not suddenly 
develop a limp wrist by being 
called Mr. Somebody or other. 
Let's put the double standard to 
rest and think about the real 
issues of feminism before disca-
rding and ridiculing the whole 
movement. 
Incidentally, those of you 
who reject or resent the use of 
the term "Ms." have obviously 
never been introduced to some-
one only as "Bob's wife" or 
''Bruce's mother'' . the roots of 
these trivial issues go back a 
hundred years. 
Catherine Barker 
How in the world 
do you drink Kahlua? 
Kahlua. 
1he lntemational Uqueut 
For some interesting recipe suggestions write Kahlua, Box 747, Station "K;' Toronto, Ontario, M4P 2W8. 
OTHER 
CORNER 
-----YOUR VIEW------
What do you think about exams being so close to 
Christmas? 
Rolita law: It really doesn ' t 
matter to me as long as it 
finishes before Christmas. 
Tracey Shelly: It doesn ' t 
really matter, but Christmas 
makes a great excuse for poor 
marks . 
Stanley Taylor: It doesn ' t 
matter but I would rather have 
them earlier . 
Douglas C. Grinch : I don 't 
like the dates of our exams. I 
think the instructors should 
send out the exams to be 
completed first thing Christ-
mas morning. 
This page of The Other Press is normally reserved for letters 
and opinions. The views expressed on this page do not 
necessarily reflect those of this newspaper. 
If you are angry, or concerned or interested in something, 
and think it's worth sharing with the college community, this 
is the place to do it. 
All letters and opinions must be typed, doubled spaced, and 
bear the name of the writer for reasons of validity. A 
pseudonym may be used if the real name is also submitted. 
Submissions which are not signed will not be published. We 
reserve the right. to edit all letters and opinions for clarity and 
libel. 
Deadline for submissions is 4 p.m. Fridays and submissions 
can be sent to The Other Press , New Westminster, through 
intercampus mail. 
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"CHINAMEN'S CABINS" on the FRASER RIVER near 
liLLOOET 
Under the brooding shoulders of the mountains 
two sod-roofed cabins ' 
squat forgotten among the lodge-pole pines, 
tumbleweed, sagebrush, choking the doo;-s . 
What men were here, 
uprooted from their greening paddy fields? 
Aliens in an alien land . 
When the long shadows crept up the canyon walls , 
t~e greedy river stilled in evening mist, 
d1d they warm themselves with memories of home? 
Hold them close 
before these nightmare mountains 
grind them into dust, 
before these turgid waters 
gulp them down. 
Or did they drop 
like sodden logs 
onto their straw pallets 
into sleep? 
What were their dreams, 
before day-break dragged their shattered bones 
down the ragged cliff, 
to pick-axe and pound another stony day on the sweating 
ra1lroad bed between Lytton and Lillooet? 
louise e. poole 
Pushing my brush 
up on my step ladder 
I heard a mew 
Poem 
And down below there was this cat 
which looke.d up at me 
curiously 
What if I tipped my can 
t thought 
and spilled paint all over it? 
It would be a good laugh 
But my hand was stayed 
as it mewed again 
It was just watching 
It would not be right for me 
to give it a bad opinion 
of the human race 
I suddenly felt ashamed 
and tried to hide myself 
from the cat' s gaze 
But then it moved 
And I saw the bell 
and tinkled 
I had not seen before 
tied with a pink bow 
So I tipped my can and spilled paint 
all over it 
and had a good laugh 
peter gardner . 
I thought 
Accepting My Oscar 
Rays of rigid sun 
project through my window 
like slivers of 
sharpened glass , 
and I can not 
think of 
you without 
reaching up and 
gently severing 
my wrists 
on these romantic 
splinters . 
You would approve, 
I thi.nk as 
the technicolor blood 
folds to the floor 
like film 
seeping from 
a broken projector. I am 
astonished 
and stare 
tourist-eyed 
at the nostalgic flow . · 
You, the director, 
have let me follow 
'a bad script . It us 
a cruel joke that you 
did not edit me, 
but let me 
run my feature-
film length 
and play to 
packed-house matinees . 
jeff derksen 
THE OTHER PI 
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On a Pedestal 
id sculptor has forbidden you to cry 
d touch and touch and 
led hands merely reach for the same thing 
the same nothing 
your feeling by mistake 
ut a hollow for your heart 
ooth skin will ne'er bruise 
from my body heat 
f1 too near perfection 
fven you stolid thighs 
ray matter above your shoulders 
; weight 
yet you never chance a dream 
of your insight 
he forethought to even create yourself in jade 
jeri-lyn ratzlaff 
eStump 
Grandpa sits in his wh hair 
glaring like a tormented bull. 
"Get that goddamn slop out of here!" 
His hands, ropey and tough as tree roots, 
hands that once hefted a double-bitted axe, 
push away the bland, mushy supper. 
"Go to bed? Hell, it isn ' t seven o'clock yet!' 
7 
The Construction of a City 
The trees were the first 
to go, 
their roots pulled 
like nerves 
from a tooth. 
The network of canals 
from 
from the roots 
were jammed with pipes , 
and concrete 
trees erected, 
with elevators 
flowing like sap . 
The animals paths 
slowly turned black, 
and rardened, 
now travelled only by 
armoured insects. 
jeff derksen 
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Skills offered 
Bv Rob Guzvk 
Douglas College libraries, in 
co-operation with the counsell-
ing department and its skills 
foundations program will be 
offering a seven week mini-cou-
rse, "SD-111 Skills for College 
Library Reasearch" next ~eme­
ster. 
According to Coquitlam libra-
rian Cathy MacDonald, ''Stud-
ents having trouble writing and 
researching papers and this 
course will teach tudents the 
necessary skills to write a term 
paper.'' 
coherent paper that supports 
the essay topic. 
Study Skills for College Lib-
rary Research is a seven week 
course with a rwo hour class 
and lab every week . Class 
lectures are combined with 
practical sessions and students 
will be encouraged to bring 
assignments to class. 
This course is limited to 
fifteen students per ection and 
is worth one and a half college 
credits. 
The course is de igned to 
introduce students to effective 
method of essay preparation 
and will introduce students to 
and allow students to write a 
"Students ha~e had success 
after taking· this course and it 
should be considered a neces-
sary part of their studies", 
stated MacDonald. 
For further information call 
admissions at 588-6404. 
dassic example of high-school architecture. located in the quaint town of Riverview. note 
Built in pre-Gothic age, Coquitlam campus is bars on windows. 
Karakochuk: east of center Energy conference 
By Pat Worthington lt he does win Karakochuk 
Barry Kara,kochuk, a Rich- plans to improve the student 
mond srudent', announced last lounge to encourage increased 
week his intention to run for the use of it by the srudents. He 
position of chairperson of the says the faculty is thinking of 
Richmond sruden_r co~ncil. taking it over for their own use 
Karakochuk sa1d h1s reasons because of limited use of the 
for running w~re that no one rooms. 
else was runnmg, and that he "' h k' . . · · 
sees a definite lack of support . Karakoc u . s views 10 tultlon 
for the council among the ~ncreases, wh1ch ~ould be an 
students and he would like to ~ssue 10 the upcom10g campa-
see that changed. 1g~, are that they _should be 
Next semester Karakochuk nelth~r decreased or mcreased. 
plans to take only three or fowr He thmks t~at students should 
courses, which he thinks will pay some ot their own money to 
give him enough time to devote prove their interest. 
to the chairperson position. Karakochuk would not like to 
see admission standards raised 
(as S.F.U. has done recently) 
because he says that would 
cause a decrease in enrollment 
and see the cancellation of a lor 
of worthwhile courses . 
Karakochuk's biggest goal 
would be to see full-time stud-
~ 
ents (those with more than 3 
courses) and part-time stude-
nts' courses separated . He 
says that part-time students 
have more rime to prepare for 
assignments, essays and exa-
ms , which is unfair to full-time 
students. 
More than 70 delegates from 
45 environmental and local 
citizens groups from across the 
province met in Naramata, near 
Penticton Dec. 1-3 .to outline the 
structure of the B.C. Energy 
Coalition (BCEC) . 
The province's lack of a 
comprehensive energy policy 
formed the basis of unity am-
ong the delegates . 
A hot spots map of B.C. 
brought delegates up to date on 
over 50 proposed or operating 
energy projects in B.C. includ-
ing: the Site 'C' dam near Fort 
St. ohn on the Peace River; 
Uranium explor~tion and min-
SKI CLUB 
presents 
MR. NATURAL 
I 
I ~0 
Queen's Park Arenex 
Friday Dec. 8 
8 pm 1 am 
ing . throughout B.C.; the vast 
Hat Creek and other coal reser-
ves; port expansions at Roberts 
Bank and at Prince Rupert; the 
rwin 500,000 volt Cheekye-Dun-
smuir transmission cables to 
Vancouver Island and the plan-
ned nuclear power generators 
for Vancouver Island. 
Most important, the BCEC 
delegates decided to meet on a 
regular basis in the future and 
to co-ordinate action on these 
and other energy issues upcom-
ing in British Columbia. 
Workshops of small groups 
and regions , legislative action, 
public education, research and 
funding . 
·~·· 
Come and hear one of. the top bands around town 
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Support needed for S.A. prisoners 
By Nancy McRitchie 
Moral support for political 
prisoners in South Mrica can be 
given by Douglas College stud-
ents this week in an internation-
al mail-in Christmas card cam-
patgn . 
An information sheet from 
the Development and Peace 
organization says the purpose is 
to show political prisoners that 
the world has not forgotten 
their plight or the suffering of 
the black people living under 
apartheid. 
It is hoped international pres-
sure will be brought to the 
South African government in 
this way. 
Last Monday an inst.ructor 
from Douglas College set up a 
display in the Surrey cafeteria 
that included literature, a list of 
prisoners to write to and Chris-
tmas cards and envelopes . · 
He will be returning to the 
Surrey cafeteria this Wednes-
day from 12 noon to 4 pm. A 
fact sheet on what it means to 
be black reads like this : 
• You are demed the right to 
vote for any member .of the 
National Assembly or to parti-
cipate in any of the country 's 
national political . institutions 
even though you represent 80 
per cent of South Africa 's 
population. 
• You have ri~rhts only in 13 per 
cent of the land area,the amount 
alloted to black 'people by the 
all-white minority government. 
• You have to contribute to the 
cost of your child 's education 
(education for white children is 
compulsory and free) . Your 
child has to follow a distinct 
school program that is especial-
ly designed for a more limited 
and inferior education under 
the Bantu Education Act. Your 
child ' s chances to receive seco-
ndary education are 1 out of 100 
and the possibility of univeristy 
education is even more remote. 
• Whatever your skills and 
professional qualifications you 
are unable to compete on equal 
terms with your white colleag-
ues since a large number of jobs 
are by law reserved for whites 
only. The law does not permit 
you to supervise someone wh-
ose skin happens to be white . 
• If you try to correct this 
discrimination through trade 
· you find that 
only white unions are officially 
recognized . The South African 
law forbids black unions to be 
registered. 
• You have to carry a " pass 
book'' with you at all times and 
the police constantly check 
whether you are allowed to be 
where you are , because as a 
Black, you are not allowed to 
move freely in your country. If 
you do not carry your pass 
book, you become a " crimin-
al". Many thousands of Blacks 
are charged with this criminal 
offence every day. 
• If you are employed in 
industries that are in the ''whi-
te" areas , (87- per cent of the 
land) your only accommonda-
tion is often a congested " bac-
helor" hostel, hundreds of mi-
les from your family . If your 
family or friends want to visit, 
you they need special permis-
sion from the police , who may 
give this permission for only 72 
hours. 
• The apartheid laws forbid you 
to marry a person of a different 
colour. You commit a criminal 
offence if you have sexual 
relations with a partner of 
another race. 
If your tried to promote racial 
equality, by making speeches 
or by writing pamphlets such as 
this one , or by helping people 
who ~ave spoken out, you coulb 
be silenced through a wide 
network of security laws. These 
laws permit the state and its 
police without trial to ban you 
put you under house arrest or to 
detain yhou for indefinite peri-
ods of time. Your family and 
friends would not know where 
you were and the state is not 
required to tell you why you 
have been detained. 
• This discrimination and op-
pression is not merely an 
expression of individual racial 
feelings. It is the law in South 
Africa. It has been enacted by 
an all white parliament elected 
by an all white minority elect~r­
ate representing less than 20 
per cent of the population. 
In South Africa, when people 
seek justice and dignity for 
themselves they are labelled as 
criminals , detained by security 
police, "banned" by the gover-
nment or imprisoned by a 
system of law which insults 
The centre of culture in New Westminster. 
Future rulers of the world plot ways of 
destroying food machines and noi sy pinball 
games . Actually, this loud -den ot empty 
coffee cups is- new addition to New West 
campus library. 
Christmas cheer and more! 
Christmas· activities for stud-
ents, staff and faculty of Doug-
las College are currently being 
planned at various campuses. 
Students should note that the 
DC Student Society is sponsor-
ing a free dance ·to be held on 
December 15 , 1978 in Queen's 
Park Arena in new Westminis-
ter. 
Advance tickets are free upon 
reques t from the DCSS office on 
the new Westminster campus. 
''As a result of profits from 
previous pub nights the DCSS 
will have a live band at the 
dance ," s rated DCSS president 
Tom Styffe . 
''This - dance will have a 
Christmas theme to it as all 
beverage profi ts will go to the 
CKNW Orphan's Fund. There 
will also be a container for 
donations to the fu nd ," he-
added . 
Styffe also promised that, 
''free posters and autographs of 
the DCSS president will be 
available . '' 
Also, staff and administra-
tors on the new Westminster 
campus will be having a Chris-
tmas social on Monday Decem-
ber 18, 1978 from 4 to 6 p .m. in 
the New Westminster four-
room complex. 
Coquitlam campus will be 
having a staff-faculty-student-
administration party at lunch 
hour in the Henry Esson Build-
ing on December 14, 1978. 
LiquQr will not be served . 
A CoqUJtlam staff-facul ty pa-
rty will be held the following 
Friday in the nurses' residence 
building (Number two) starting 
at five p .m. 
Richmond campus will be 
hold ing ~ Christmas party/pub 
night December 15 , 1978. The 
affair will have live music and 
will be held from 2-? p.m. 
According to Surrey Chair-
person Lance Morrison, no 
festivities have yet been plann-
ed for the Surrey campus. 
Financial foul-up 
VANCOUVER (CUP) -- A com-
puter foul-up in the Ontario 
Students Assistance Program 
has left Ontario students at 
UBC living op emergency bank 
loans and has caused at least 
one student to drop out of UBC. 
" It 's really frustrating when 
you 're 3,000 miles away from 
• the (OSAP) office and you get 
someone on the phone who says 
'yes your application is in 
process,' " said Claire Galli , an 
Ontario student in third year 
arts at UBC. 
" If they (OSAP) are not 
supplying aid to students, the-
y're not doing their jobs,'' she 
said . 
UBC student awards officer 
Byron Header said he knew of 
one student who dropped out of 
UBC because his OSAP grant 
did not come. 
''The Ontario Student Assis-
tance Program did change this 
year and the change has meant 
manumental delays for stud~­
nts,'' he said. Header said 
there are about 200 Ontario 
students currently attending 
UBC. 
Galli said - she called the 
OSAP office in toronto and was 
told that her application had 
been unsuccessfully fed into the 
computer three times . 
_ ''The reason they gave (for 
the delays) was computer error, 
but after a lot of harassing they 
did it by hand ,'' she said. 
'' ( spent a lot of money 
phoning . '' 
Galli said she applied for an 
OSAP grant at the beginning of 
August and the grant was 
officially supposed to take five 
weeks to processed . 
''Last year it (the grant) was 
waiting for me when I got here 
in September." she added. 
She said she got her grant for 
this year on Tuesday. 
''I'm sure the only reason I 
got my grant was that i kept 
harassing them.'' 
Falli said she had to borrow 
$800 from friends until her 
grant came . 
1 0302 ..:. 135 th str, 
Surrey, B.C. 
584-2355 
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 
Complete lines of art supplies 
Microscopic closeup o~ cocaine particles? tree. Tree was later dried and butchered for 
Snow was found cl in gi ng to a lonely Ch r~stmas fi rewood . 
Custpm framing & matt cutting 
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JFK: the end of Ca~nelot 
By Pat Worthington 
John F. Kennedy, the 35th 
President of the .United States, 
was shot and killed by an 
assassin's bullet on Nov. 22, 
1963, fifteen years ago. 
His death signified the death 
of innocence, the destruction of 
the new wave, the end of 
''Camelot.'' With him went the 
hope o~ the youth of an entire 
generauon. 
Nick Mansfield, a sociology 
teacher at Douglas College was 
a part of the generation that 
saw· Kennedy die. 
"Here is this guy, young, the 
symbol of the new order and 
then he is killed in public, the 
back of his head all over the car, 
bleeding on his wife, and 
brought to us in color. The new 
guard was dead," he said. 
He repla-
ced Eisenhower, who was part 
of the old guard who represen-
ted the old way of life. 
Kennedy with his good looks, 
his young attractive wife, color-
ful and virile, was the start of a 
whole new way of life. 
''In the Cuban missile crisis 
he beat the Russians at their 
own g~me. The bomb threat 
and Eisenhower and his bomb 
shelters were suddenly gone. 
Cuba was isolated again." 
Kennedy came at a critical 
time. The largest generation of 
young people in the nation's 
history, those 15 to 19 years 
old, were growing up. These 
students represented the post 
war baby boom , born in the 
years 1945 through '48. They 
experienced the post war milit-
ariam that was prevelent during 
the '40's. 
"In the '50's and early '60's 
they were il)troduced to the 
concept of affluence. They 
were indoctrinated in material 
values and were taught to 
expect a free ride into that 
affluence. With Kennedy came 
a promise of prosperity and a 
hero the kids could believe in. 
And then he was dead." 
The Kennedy mystique was 
destroyed. If Kennedy and the 
values he represented could be 
snuffed out so easily then what 
was the use of trying anymore? 
His death birthed the emerg-
ence of a counter-culture that 
developed their own values to 
replace the old values they had 
grown up with. 
'·'Then the baby boom gener-
ation entered the job market 
· and suddenly there weren't 
enough jobs to go around. The 
prosperity of the 50's and early 
60's were gone." 
Lyndon ] ohnson, the new 
president and part of the old 
guard, was unable to cope with 
the sudden changes .The univer-
sities became parking lots of 
surplus labour. Young people, 
having lived with affluence and 
prosperity all their lives, had no 
place to go . 
"Suicide increased dramatic-
ally in these years. The drug 
culture expanded enormously, 
cults were developed, Marx-
ism, Zen-Buddhism, homosex-
uality, the Beatles, L.S.D., 
Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds, 
and then, Vietnam.'' 
By this time the generation 
gap had ·split wide apart, the 
students stopped trusting the 
government and everybody 
over 30 . There were riots on 
campus, sit-ins, love-ins, revol-
ution against the government . 
They were rebels and now they 
had a cause. 
;'Peter Pan died in Cambod-
ia, Tinker Bell is marching with 
gay lib and Captain Hook is 
chairman of the board," expla-
ins Mansfield . 
The students became victims 
of stimulation overload, they 
became desensitized from ex-
posure to the mass media. 
They were a generation lost in 
space. 
· 'Indirectly, Kennedy was re-
sponsible for the youth revolu-
tion of the 60's because he tried 
to make change too quickly and 
by doing so he disrupted the 
social order.' ' 
But all that was fifteen years 
ago and the generation that 
dropped out have dropped back 
~n again. The age of Aquarius 
ts over. 
Tune in, turn on, drop out, drop in 
By Bob Feinstein 
From ''The Bugle'' for 
1 Canadian Universi~y Press 
I Generally when people talk 
I 
about the 60's, they talk about 
the late 60's. They talk about 
the era of drugs and revolunti-
onaries. The 60's I remember, 
however, was a different peri-
od. I speak of the early 60's. 
Drugs were not seen on 
college campuses. We, after 
all, had come out of the 1950's 
when students like myself wore 
red-white-blue outfits to school 
and married couples in films 
slept in separate beds separa-
ted by distances as great as the 
Atlantic Ocean. 
Drugs were still only used by 
musicians and beat poets. 
Reform was in the air; not 
revolution, the point was to 
show that the system could 
work. If the Dylan songs that 
we sang were revolutionary, 
our hearts still beat to a 
reformer's thump . 
The peace movement and the 
civil rights movement began as 
reform movements. Our purp-
o e in the peace movement was 
to use the monies then going for 
wars to help the poor people of 
our country -and the world to a 
better life. We were bothered 
by the fall-out in the air and the 
great probability that we would 
be blown off the face of the 
Earth. Seymour Mellman spo-
ke for all of us when he pointed 
ouf that weaoons wasted natur-
al resources and were obsolete 
almost before they were built. 
built. The point of the peace 
movement then was to give all 
of us a better life without 
destroying the system. 
Reform, not revolution, was 
the answer. When my friends 
went into the rural south for 
voter registration drives, they 
did not want to destroy the 
ystem, only to make it work. 
The Constitution, after all, 
allowed blacks to vote and my 
friends were only trying to see 
that such a right was respected. 
What then do these early 
years have to teach us? First, 
that it is possible to modify the 
system. Modify it, not create 
perfection. Because of us, for 
example, jobs were opened to 
blacks that were never previou-
sly opened to them . Blacks 
could vote in Mississippi. We 
however, we should have hope 
now as well. If we could do 
things then people can do 
things now to make our society 
a better one. 
The pollution of our rivers or 
the dangers stemming from 
nuclear reactors can, eg. throu-
gh an aroused citizenry be, at 
least, brought more under cont-
ol. Second, they had a much 
nobler image of themselves 
than we did not just think about 
making money and having a 
good time as we do. 
They believed that people 
should act to help others less 
fortunate than themselves . 
Because they were both less 
concerned with themselves and 
were actively helping others, 
life for them had more meaning 
than it has for us today. 
DOOM 
There are several things we 
can learn from that earlier 
period. When, for example, 
our pundits are shouting doom , 
it is nice to know t~at the 
pundits then were dreaming 
about utopias. It certainly must 
fill us with hope when we 
realize how ignorant our seers 
had been . It must make us 
wonder whether today' s seers 
aren't just as iguorant. No , I 
cannot answer today's sages' 
arguments but then I couldn't 
answer those of yesterday's 
sages' either. 
But does it really matter? 
They're such ignorant fellows 
anyway. Pundits were wrong 
about who would be Pope; 
about what would happen at 
Camp David. Why then should I 
trust them ; especially when 
they make me feel so sad? 
In life, even the good moves 
have evil consequences if one 
doesn't watch out. 
It seems to me that we then 
just didn ' t realize that simple 
truth . Yes , we were right to 
integrate our schools. But we 
didn't have any plan to insure 
that the level of education 
wouldn ' t fall because of that or 
to insure that whites wouldn't 
move then to the suburbs. 
I cannot but believe that we 
in the Peace Movement then 
helped to strengthen the cause 
of peace by showing those in 
government that there was a 
consituency that wanted arms 
limitations, mutual advantage-
ous agreements berween the 
rwo sides. It frightens me very 
mpch that today the right calls 
for heightening struggle berwe-
en communists and us and that 
'the voice of peace is too weak to 
answer them . It frightens me 
very much. 
Watergate 
We cannot go backwards, the 
early 60's will never re-appear. 
We can never have the faith in 
our leaders that we had then. 
Watergate has changed our 
consciousness. Nor can we act 
to bring about utopia as we 
once did. Evil will not vanish. 
It will always be with us . Isn't 
this one of the reasons we now 
drugs? Reality has 
too dark for us the 
early 60's , jobs were plentiful. 
Today, they aren't. Yes, life 
has become more fearful. Isn't 
this one of the reasons why we 
are today more selfish? One 
has to watch out for oneself or 
else one will be eaten up the the 
world? 
But I don't believe that this 
proves that we cannot learn 
from the early 60's. The fact 
that we · now realize that our 
leaders aren't perfect doesn't 
mean that we can't make them 
more perfect. Being political is 
thus not something that should 
be seen as a 60's fad . Yes, evil 
will not die . Shouldn't we, 
however , like the 60's activist, 
fight evil? After all, it will only 
grow worse if we fight 1t. Yes, 
there is more reason today for 
us to be selfish but isn't there 
still room for a little of the early 
60's public spirit and altruism? 
Shouldn't we make room? 
The early 60's by no means 
worked out all of life's proble-
ms. If it had , it would never 
have grown into the later 60's 
and early 70's. The revolution-
ary of the later 60's was dealing 
with problems that the early 
reformer never thought of. Let 
us not then glorify the early 
60's. It was far from perfect . 
But let us not forget it either. 
For not only were we products 
of that period but it might also 
act as our teacher. 
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The story behind the Nine Hundred 
By Rasa Gustaitis 
Pacific News Service 
A deep longing and an anci-
ent, recurrent vision of death lie 
behind the story of the People's 
Temple Church. 
To some who joined it in 
earlier days, it was the commu-
nity that the 1960's had promi-
shed and then failed to deliver: 
a close big family that transcen-
ded both race and class barriers 
and lived in celebration of God 
while working to transform 
society. 
This idealistic aspect of the 
church drew not only people 
who were lost and confused but 
also others who found it spoke 
to a need that our society 
largely ignores. It offered a 
chance for a coherent life built 
around spiritual practice. 
But to understand what hap-
pend later, when degradation 
and destruction took over, we 
must look to the past. The 
People's Temple Church story 
is part of a dark and violent 
stream that has coursed thro-
ugh the West, sweeping out 
from dim recesses of the mind 
and across history in times that 
shared many qualities with the 
present. 
Since the Middle Ages, relig-
ious leaders have repeatedly 
risen from the people to preach 
the coming of the end. They 
gathered around them a follow-
ing that was willing to obey 
implicitly, die if asked, and 
await the ultimate confrontation 
berween good and evil that 
would herald a millenium dur-
ing which all would live peace-
fully as children of God. 
In Europe berween the 11th 
and 16th century, the salvatio-
nist messiahs foresaw immi-
nent final struggle berween 
Christ and Antichrist. 
Almost always they arose 
during times of rapid social 
change when many people were 
uprooted , family bonds were 
weakening and breaking, and 
"the gap berween rich and poor 
was becoming a chasm," accor-
ding to historian Norman Cohn. 
Their followers usually came 
from urbanized areas. 
''Then in each of these areas 
in turn a collective sense of 
impotence and anxiety and 
envy suddenly discharged itself 
in a frantic urge to smite the 
ungodly,'' Cohn wrote in his 
book, ''In Pursuit of the Mzllen-
ium. By so doing, believers 
hoped to bring into being, "out 
of suffering inflicted and suffer-
ing endured," the final king-
dom. 
In the Middle Ages, these 
movements included the Cru-
sades and the Flagellants who 
beat themselves bloody in relig-
ious fervor . All of them had 
leaders who called for a renunc-
iation of the world, often for 
self-denial and self-torture. 
Usually these leaders also per-
formed healings, as did Jim 
Jones. 
These movements led to the 
first pogroms against Jews and 
the slaughter of clergy, Mos-
lems and other believed corr-
upt. They also led to the 
rwentieth century totalitarian-
isms, including Nazism in Ger-
many. 
Jim Jones is linked to this 
dent exists for his people's 
mass suicide . 
But it was the coupling of the 
longing for brotherhood and the 
sense of imminent doom that 
helps explain why his congrega-
tion grew so powerfully before 
its preoccupation with death 
turned upon itself. 
In March, 1976 many San 
Franciscans learned of the tem-
ple for the first time when it 
came to the aid of Kamook 
Banks, the young wife of Amer-
ican Indian Movement leader 
Dennis ·Banks, who had been 
forced to have a baby in prison 
because her friends could not 
'raise the $20,000 bail. She was 
being held for trial on a charge 
of possessing firearms, of whi-
ch she was later found innoc-
ent. 
Jim Jones announced that his 
people had voted to put up the 
church educational fund , which 
was sponsoring 100 members 
through various schools , as 
bail. Late one evening the 
congregation gathered to wel-
come the young mother, her 
husband who was himself a 
fugitive from a warrant in 
South Dakota, and their 10-day 
old daughter. 
Indeed, this congregation se-
emed to embody the civil rights 
movement of the 1960's. It was 
a mix of blacks and whites and 
included people who spoke 
street jargon and others who 
were college graduates , attor-
neys , nurses and teachers . 
Scu· "'" of the women wore veils 
and bright-colored cotton dres-
ses that identified them as 
members of the agricultural 
mission in Guyana . 
One young white woman said 
she was a journalism student at 
the university of California and 
one of the 100 studying thanks 
to the church. She had gotten 
involved with People's Temple 
after some members picked her 
up hitchhiking on the road 
berween Ukiah and San Franci-
sco, and her life had assumed a 
new meaning. She had dedica-
ted herself totally to the com-
Synanon: disturbing parallels 
By Alex St.John The official declined to com- Synan on women who were pre-
Pacific News Service menton what the investigation gnant consented to abortions, 
In the aftermath of the Jones- into Synanon, an alternative when the organization decided 
town massacre, a top-ranking life-style group, has revealed, that members should no longer 
California Justice Department but said, "A reasonable person reproduce. In another incident, 
official acknowledged that a would have to conclude that hundreds of Synanon couples 
state investigation into another these cults have the power to participated in a mass divorce 
California group, Synanon, has force unreasonable behavior. and marriage switch following a 
turned up disturbing parallels ''I can tell you what any good suggestion by leader Charles 
to the Rev. Jim Jones' People's psychology text would reveal," Dederich. 
Temple. he added. "People who join the The California Justice official 
"I see some similarities bet- Jones towns and Synanons give acknowledged there had · been 
ween] ones town and Synanon .. away their power. As in any no state-level investigation into 
the obedience to cult values, organization, the power flows to the San Francisco-based Peop-
the attitude of 'if you are not the top, to the leaders . the le 's Temple prior to the mass 
with us you are against us,' leaders do not have the power suicide-murders in Guyana, 
"said the official, a member of without the people." which claimed the lives of 
the department's Organized Cr- In fact, Synanon has lost Representative Leo Ryan and 
ime and Criminal Intelligence thousands of members over the others during a Congressional 
Branch. past decade following various fact-funding mission . How-
While refusing to speak for incidents that could be easily be ever, he said the department is 
attribution, he conftrmed that termed strange behavior. Last "in the process of collecting 
the department is ''continuing year, hundreds of Synan on men . information on what might hap-
our investigation of Synanon. consented, within a few days of pen -with People's Temple in 
The intensity and approach one another , to be sterilized by California now.'' 
munity. 
This student was one of the 
thousands of young people who 
had opted for a spiritual life, 
becoming part of the broad and 
diverse movement that conti-
nues to grow across the count-
ry. It has brought about the 
formation of numerous commu-
nities. Most of these are quiet 
and devoted to the nurturing of 
life. They plant gardens, raise 
animals and children . 
But the · movement also has 
its dark wing. It includes 
groups that are preparing for 
armed confrontation and cont-
rol their members by methods 
that seem to obliterate individ-
ual choice . 
Shortly after the Banks celeb-
ration, the dedication of some 
of the temple members began 
to seem excessive. During 
subsequent visits, a reporter 
. and photographer observed 
that temple guards were acute-
ly watchful of their every move 
and kept them from unquided 
conversations or explorations . 
It began to be evident that the 
congregation existed within a 
sealed reality system and had 
broken its allegiances to conve-
ntions of thought and values 
that those outside its wall 
share . 
For centuries , such groups 
have seen society as corrupt 
and headed for disintegration 
or holocaust . They saw themse-
lves as righteous remnants and 
revolutionary builders of a Mil-
lenium. 
In the People's Temple pavil-
ion in Guyana, Jim Jones 
erected a sign above the plat-
form where he preached as 
''prophet of God .' ' Ironically it 
warned: "Those who do .not 
remember the past are condem-
. " have nor chan vasectomy, and a number of Continue~ on page 12 
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Alleged violence 
Continued from page 11 
Local law enforcement offic-
ials and the FBI are also 
investigating the remnants of 
the organization in California . 
The state investigation into 
Synanon stems from numerous 
allegations made to the state 
Attorney General's office by 
former ynanon members and 
others , including members of 
the press who have written 
about Synanon. They allege 
various acts of violence commit-
ted by member of Synanon, 
and threats to their lives . 
The Los Angeles District 
Attorney's office is conducting 
a separate investigation into the 
attempted murder of attorney 
Paul Morantz, who recently 
won a large lawsuit against 
Synaoon in a child custody 
case. Morantz was bitten by a 
rattlesnake placed inside his 
mailbox . Two members of 
Synanon have been arrested 
and charged in that incident. 
New York Ciry police are also 
investigating various alleged 
threats by members of the 
organization against magazine 
and television reporters and 
executives. 
The Synanon organization, 
founded 20 years ago by Deder-
ich, an ex-alcoholic, originally 
was set up to treat down-and-
out alcoholics and drug addicts . 
However, over the past decade 
Synanon has become an altern-
ate lifestyle organization. Most 
of its 900 to 1,000 members live 
in isolated communities on 
large ranches in Marin and 
Tulare Counties. 
The organization recently ac-
quired hundreds of thousands 
of dollars worth .of guns and 
ammunition and, according to 
local news accounts, formed a 
"Synanon National Guard" and 
a small, combat-trained ''Impe-
rial Marine" organization. 
"You're damn right they 
have guns ," former Synanon 
Foundation president Jack Hu-
rst told PNS. Hurst said he left 
the organization in 1975 when 
he felt there was "increasing 
violence in Synanon." 
"The analogies (to People's 
Temple) are all there," said 
Hurst . "Any news clipping will 
show that.'' 
Hurst said he fears that a 
People's Temple-type showdo-
wn could happen at Synanon . 
''Chuck (Dederich) can get 
those people to do anything ," 
he said . · 
Hurst said he has heard 
rumors of a " revolt" inside the 
organization ''from the middle 
(management) people on dow-
n. 
, 
Hurst maintains that he has 
also received death threats 
from Synanon people for speak-
ing out against the organiza-
tion . He returned to his home 
in Mill Valley, Ca., one recent 
evening to find his guard dog 
hung from a rope . 
Other former Synanon mem-
bers and associates have alsc 
drawn parallels to the method§ 
and directions taken by the 
ill-fated People's Temple, tho-
ugh most are unwilling to speak 
for attribution for fear of repris-
al. 
"Some years back," recalled 
one ex-member, "Chuck Dede-
rich tacked a sign up on a maio 
bulletin board where lots of the 
younger people could see it. 
The sign said, 'We Need 
Zealots.' Above the sign was a 
picture of Charles Manson . 
Everyone thought that Chuch 
was just being funny. Now I'm 
1ot sure that the sign wasn't a 
;elf-fulfilling prophecy''. , 
Another former member not-
:d that both organizations were 
:oundcd and directed by extre-
nely charismatic_ individuals 
with strong persuasive powers. 
" As long as Chuck's alive," he 
said, "nobody else will steer 
Synanon 's affairs. He 'sugge-
sts' that certain things be done. 
he 'suggested' that something 
be done to stop the lawyer 
(Morantz) who'd won a big 
settlement against Synanon . .... 
It' s too ghastly to verbalize 
what might happen if Chuck 
ever decided that the game was 
over for him.'' 
Syoanon has repeatedly den-
ied all a llegations of violence or 
threats, or of condoning viole-
nce . According to a copyrigh-
ted- cover story in the Nov. 27 
issue of New Times magazine, 
the organization is now in the 
process of incorporating as a 
church. 
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